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Following the success of our original range the team at 

Foaber have developed new innovative designs to further 

excite and stimulate your pet. Each item employs a 

combination of tough TPR and lightweight Durafoam 

resulting in an exhilarating new toy with a high bounce-back, 

it is kind to teeth and has the ability to float.

Research has shown dynamic play between owner and pet 

encourages a lasting bond and provides an outlet for excess 

energy in active pets, which acts as a deterrent from 

possible bad behaviour.

Each product utilises a bold colour palette to not only 

create a visually striking display in-store but combines the 

most visual receptive colours to a dog’s colour spectrum; 

this stimulates senses and ensures high-visibility during 

active, outdoor play..
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Contact the FOABER Support Squad for More info.
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A nod to the classic 

stick loved by dogs of all 

sizes and breeds, our 

Foaber Molecule is a 

fun retrieval toy. Using 

an interlocking design 

to securely combine 

TPR and Durafoam; 

their material nature 

allows for a flexible and 

supple product that 

still is incredibly durable 

and has a strong 

material structure. 

Available in 2 sizes to 

best suit your dog.

Our Foaber Nucleus is 

perfect for energetic play, 

the aerodynamic design of 

the outer Durafoam ring 

promises high velocity 

when thrown through the 

air. The TPR inner ball is 

fully detachable making this 

a great 2in1 product to 

enjoy in the dog park (and 

replaceable if the ball is 

thrown a little too far!) and 

thanks to the inner ball’s 

bumpy surface, it’s perfect 

for massaging gums and 

cleaning teeth during play.

Our combination of TPR 

and Durafoam results in a 

lightweight, stylish product. 

Both TPR and Durafoam 

are known for their high 

bounce and springy nature, 

we have employed this into 

a distinctive and bold design 

to give our Foaber Atom a 

highly erratic bounce 

resulting an unpredictable 

and stimulating game of 

fetch. Thick TPR walls 

ensure this product is 

suitable for powerful jaws 

of any size whilst the outer 

bumps massage and 

soothe gums during play.


